ANY D-CENT IDEAS* ON DEMOCRACY AND DIGITAL CURRENCIES?

*D-CENT = Decentralised Citizens ENgagement Technologies
Open, decentralised social networking platform for large-scale collaboration. Enables to share in real-time open data, democratic decision making and digital currencies for the common good.
DECENTRALISED CITIZENS ENGAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES

- Digital tools for direct democracy and economic empowerment across Europe
- Created with citizens movements, civic innovators and developers
- Large scale testing in Spain, Iceland and Finland

Enables direct engagement in democratic decision making and deliberation. Communities can manage common goods and make exchanges with digital social currencies based on Bitcoin.

Principles: Community ownership of social data + Security and privacy by design + Interoperable social standards + Access to knowledge & open source + Exploits the network effect via mass user adoption

Social movements   Civil society groups   Researchers
Policy makers   Civic innovators   Developers   Active citizens

Want to participate?
Contact: info@dcentproject.eu
More info: http://dcentproject.eu, @dcentproject
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